Abstract: Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSN) have recently emerged as one of the most important technologies, driven by the powerful multimedia signal acquisition and processing abilities. Target classification is an important research issue addressed in WMSN, which has strict requirement in robustness, quickness and accuracy. This paper proposes a collaborative semi-supervised classifier learning algorithm to achieve durative online learning for support vector machine (SVM) based robust target classification. The proposed algorithm incrementally carries out the semi-supervised classifier learning process in hierarchical WMSN, with the collaboration of multiple sensor nodes in a hybrid computing paradigm. For decreasing the energy consumption and improving the performance, some metrics are introduced to evaluate the effectiveness of the samples in specific sensor nodes, and a sensor node selection strategy is also proposed to reduce the impact of inevitable missing detection and false detection. With the ant optimization routing, the learning process is implemented with the selected sensor nodes, which can decrease the energy consumption. Experimental results demonstrate that the collaborative hybrid semisupervised classifier learning algorithm can effectively implement target classification in hierarchical WMSN. It has outstanding performance in terms of energy efficiency and time cost, which verifies the effectiveness of the sensor nodes selection and ant optimization routing.
to evaluate the effectiveness and necessity of the samples in specific sensor nodes. According to the evaluation of historical contribution of sensor nodes, the incremental semi-supervised learning is implemented with the collaboration of some purposefully selected sensor nodes. By using the sensor nodes selection strategy, the imprecise sensor nodes will be ignored. Thus the impact of missing detection and false detection can be largely reduced. For further decreasing the energy consumption, the ant optimization routing is adopted to arrange the information transmission of collaborative hybrid learning paradigm in hierarchical WMSN.
Usually, a WMSN is always built on a hierarchical architecture, which comprises several clusters. Each cluster consists of several sensor nodes and a cluster head. In the collaborative hybrid learning paradigm, the in-network signal processing in each cluster is not constructed by client/server paradigm as usual, because the traditional client/server paradigm will greatly deteriorate the quality of service (QoS) of the network. Instead, the progressive distributed computing paradigm [8] is used for the innetwork signal processing in each cluster, and a peer-to-peer (P2P) computing paradigm is used for the further signal processing between all cluster heads. The CH learning paradigm has the advantages of collaboration and parallelism. Thus, the CH learning paradigm can reduce the energy consumption and network congestion of data transmission. For investigating the performance of the proposed collaborative hybrid semi-supervised classifier learning algorithm, four learning paradigms, centralized client/server (C-C/S) learning paradigm, distributed client/server (D-C/S) learning paradigm, mobile agent (MA) learning paradigm and collaborative hybrid learning paradigm, are introduced respectively. Then the classification accuracy, energy consumption and time cost of four learning paradigms are compared in real world experiment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction of background subtraction [9] based target detection and 2-D integer lifting wavelet transform (ILWT) [10] based feature extraction. Section 3 presents the principle of TSVM based target classification in WMSN. Then Section 4 introduces the details of the four different computing paradigms for classifier learning in WMSN and proposes the ant optimization routing method. Section 5 illustrates the experimental results to present the effectiveness of the collaborative semi-supervised classifier learning algorithm, and compares the classification accuracy, energy consumption and time cost of four computing paradigms. And finally, Section 6 summarizes our work.
Preliminaries
Target classification is a main application in WMSNs. An autonomous target classification system always consists of three operations: target detection, feature extraction and target classification. The limited bandwidth and energy resources require a computing paradigm for collaborative, distributed and resource-constrained processing that allow for filtering and extraction of effective information at each sensor node. This may decrease the energy consumption of the WMSN, and improve its lifetime accordingly. Thus, during target classification, target detection and feature extraction should be carried out in each sensor node, which can be considered as the preprocessing operations to acquire the samples for classifier learning. Because the computing ability of sensor nodes is strictly constrained, the target detection and feature extraction algorithms should be simple and easy-to-perform.
Background subtraction is a simple algorithm for extracting the minimum boundary rectangle results of targets, which models background scenes statistically to detect foreground objects. The applications in [9] verify that background subtraction is a simple but efficient method for target detection. And it is also successfully applied in our previous work [8] . Please refer to Appendix A for details of background subtraction algorithm.
With the target detection, the minimum boundary rectangle results are acquired, which contain the appearance of target. However, because the data amount of image information is too large for a WMSN, effective feature extraction is highly desired, which refers to transform a data space into a feature space. For WMSN, image compression can be considered as an effective technique for feature extraction, where discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is well established. Appendix B gives the details of DWT algorithm. For images, 2-D wavelet transform leads to a decomposition in approximation and details, where the approximation at a desired level can be considered as the compressed image. To simplify the computation, a lifting scheme (LS) is introduced in DWT [10] . In LS, the input data are split into two signals with evenly and oddly indexed samples. Then two signals are alternately convolved with a primal lifting filter and a dual lifting filter. Here, the primal and dual lifting filters are simple and short FIR filters. Then after some iterations, the nth level approximation of input signal is just the desired result. For conquering the disadvantage of lossy image compression, a further improvement is achieved by combining integer wavelet transform with integer LS. In practice, integer lifting wavelet transform is successfully used in embedded image compression in WMSN [11] . Then the compressed image can be used as the compact representation for target classification.
TSVM Based Target Classification

The principle of classical SVM
After feature extraction, a SVM based classifier learning algorithm is adopted in the WMSN. Consider the problem of separating the set of sample vectors belonging to two separate classes in some feature space. Given one set of learning samples,
where the vectors x i are the extracted target samples, and y i are the classification labels. SVM aims to separate the vectors with a hyperplane
i.e.
where w and b are the parameters for positioning the hyperplane. The hyperplane with the largest margin is the desired one, where the distance between the closest vectors to the hyperplane is given by 
Here, w denotes the arbitrary norm of w , which is selected as 2-norm in this paper. Hence, the desired hyperplane is the one that minimizes 
Then the test data can be labeled with ( )
Learning vectors that satisfy 
where C is the parameter for adjusting the cost of constraint violation. In this paper, C is set to 8, which is determined by the comparison between the classification results of different values of C .
TSVM training with unlabeled samples
However, in WMSNs, obtaining the classification labels is infeasible and expensive, because WMSNs are a kind of unattended system. Normally, large quantities of unlabeled samples are readily available in WMSN, and unlabeled samples are significantly easier to obtain than labeled ones. Thus, the classifiers learning process should take as much advantage of unlabeled samples as possible, which is also the motivation of semi-supervised learning algorithm. TSVM [7] is a useful semi-supervised learning algorithm for SVM based classifier learning. During learning, the decision function is constructed based on all the available data. It is beneficial to incorporate part or all of samples in the classifier learning processes. In TSVM, the learning process often uses a small number of labeled samples and a large number of unlabeled samples, which provide enough information about the distribution of whole sample space. Learning process of TSVM can be described as follows:
Given a set of independent, identically distributed labeled samples
, , , ,
and another set of unlabeled samples,
The learning process of TSVM can be formulated as the following optimization problem ( C are the effect factor of label and unlabeled samples. With the TSVM algorithm, the classifier learning process can be outlined as following pseudo-code:
Procedure TSVM Algorithm
Initialization
Specify the parameter C and * C Execute an initial learning using all labeled samples, and produce an initial classifier Specify a number N as the estimated number of unlabeled samples which will be positive-labeled
Assign label for the unlabeled samples
Compute the decision function values of all the unlabeled samples with the initial classifier. Label N samples with the largest decision function values as positive, and the others as negative. Set a temporary effect factor * tmp C .
Repeat
Retrain the SVM classifiers Repeat
Retrain the SVM classifiers over all labeled samples. Use new SVM classifiers to classify all the unlabeled samples. Switch labels of one pair of different-labeled unlabeled samples using a certain rule to make the value of the objective function in (11) decrease as much as possible.
Until no pair of samples satisfying the switching condition is found. The label switching operation in Step 3 guarantees that the objective function will decrease after switching, which improves the classification performance. Then Step 4 can pursue a reasonable error control by slightly increasing the impact of the unlabeled samples, until * * tmp C C ≥ . However, the TSVM algorithm also has a disadvantage that the number of unlabeled samples must be manually specified before training. If the estimated number is inconsistent with the intrinsic property of the unlabeled samples, the performance of the final classifier will be largely deteriorated. Actually, it is difficult to accurately estimate the number, N, even if the intrinsic property of the labeled samples is known.
To solve this problem, a new transductive learning method, so-called progressive transductive support vector machine (PTSVM) is proposed for SVM training [12] . In this method, all unlabeled samples are labeled gradually for approximately satisfying the requirement of Eq. (11) . Instead of labeling all unlabeled samples in one time, in PTSVM, the labeling process is iteratively carried out. In each iteration, only one positive sample and one negative sample are labeled, which satisfies 
This process is so-called pairwise labeling. Pairwise labeling is then iteratively carried out with the unlabeled samples, until all the unlabeled samples are outside the margin band of the separating hyperplane. During progressive learning, the new hyperplane will indicate that some earlier labeling is wrong, and then these labels should be canceled and the corresponding samples are restored as unlabeled ones. This process is so called dynamical adjusting, which makes PTSVM easier to recover from some early classification errors [12] . However, in PTSVM, the pairwise labeling is carried out pair by pair, which will largely increase the computation complexity. The computation complexity of normal SVM is ( )
2
O l [5] , where l is the number of samples. Obviously, the computation complexity 1 N is the number of iterations, n is the number of original labeled samples and k is the number of original unlabeled samples. For decreasing the computation complexity, more than a pair of positive and negative sample can be selected in each iteration. It means that a new region labeling [13] can be used, which can be illustrated as follows:
For all remaining unlabeled samples * , 1, ,
, where k′ is the number, if ( )
The corresponding samples are labeled as follows N N < , the computation complexity of the improved PTSVM is obviously less than PTSVM algorithm.
Collaborative SVM Learning Method
Computing mechanism refers to the information processing model deployed at the application layer of the protocol stack in the context of sensor networks. In this section, four computing paradigms: C-C/S, D-C/S, MA and CH, will be introduced to carry out centralized, distributed and collaborative semi-supervised classifier learning paradigms in WMSN, respectively.
Centralized learning paradigm
Classical SVM learning is a kind of centralized learning paradigm, which requires the samples of all wireless sensor nodes. In WMSN, centralized semi-supervised classifier learning process is implemented by processing center, which is a supernode with powerful signal processing ability. During the procedure of learning, all wireless sensor nodes carry out background subtraction and ILWT for target detection and feature extraction, and transmit all feature information to processing center. And then processing center implements centralized semi-supervised classifier learning based on the unlabeled samples. Essentially, centralized semi-supervised classifier learning is a sample of centralized client/server computing paradigm.
The centralized client/server computing paradigm is one of the most popular computing paradigms in WMSNs. For acquiring enough samples for classifier learning, at each time instant, wireless sensor nodes will autonomously transmit the sample information to the processing center for further processing. Although the C-C/S computing paradigm is widely used, this paradigm is not appropriate for data aggregation in WSN, especially, WMSN. Because the data amount of multimedia information is large, the data transmission will consume too much scarce resources such as battery power and network bandwidth, although feature extraction is used for compression. Furthermore, the data transmission is autonomously triggered by each sensor node. The confused data transmission in a short period will significantly deteriorate the QoS of network. Figure 1 illustrates the computing scenario of the centralized learning paradigm, where the number in each wireless sensor node indicates the approximate relative data amount sending by corresponding sensor node. Obviously, the closer a sensor node is to processing center, the more energy the sensor node will consume, because these sensor nodes have to be an intermediate sensor node to route the packets from other sensor nodes. It means that the sensor nodes closer to the computing center will die much more rapidly than other sensor nodes, which will accordingly decrease the lifetime of WMSN [14] . 
Distributed learning paradigm
Distributed client/server learning paradigm.
Recently, some distributed SVM-based classifier learning methods have been proposed for achieving target classification in WSN. The motivation of distributed learning methods is as follows. In SVM, only the samples which lie close to hyper-plane receive non-zero weights. Such samples are so-called support vectors (SVs). The intrinsic property of SVM algorithm determines that the number of SVs can be small compared to the total number of samples. Thus, SVs can provide a compact representation of all samples. Instead of transmitting the samples, only SVs need to be transmitted for learning, which can reduce energy consumption and time delays of data transmission. Distributed learning methods imply that the learning process can be carried out in D-C/S computing paradigm.
The D-C/S paradigm is also a well-known computing paradigm for hierarchical WMSNs, where wireless sensor nodes are divided into several clusters. Each cluster head acquires samples from the sensor nodes in its own cluster and achieves local learning. Afterwards, each cluster head transmits the SVs to processing center. Then further learning is implemented in processing center with all SVs to acquire the final SVs. Obviously, only SVs need to be transmitted, so data transmission energy can be largely reduced. Moreover, the learning process is carried out in distributed manner, which can decrease the computation complexity of semi-supervised classifier learning. But there is still a big drawback in D-C/S learning, which is based on the assumption that the distribution of the samples from all sensor nodes is consistent. Thus, if the distribution of one batch of data is inconsistent with other data, the SVs which are acquired from this batch of data just have little influence in the final results. The reason is that SVM is robust against data outliers, so the SVs acquired from the inconsistent samples will be considered as outliers since it is a desired property of the SVM algorithm, when the final learning is based on the SVs from all samples. In practice, the SVs acquired from the inconsistent samples cannot be ignored in the learning process, because this kind of SVs may present a new knowledge or new information, especially in time-varying target and environment. This effect is more accentuated for adaptively updating classifiers in online learning.
To overcome the drawback of the D-C/S learning, an improved D-C/S learning is adopted, which is extended from the SV-L-incremental SVM learning algorithm [6] . Actually, the cost of the errors on old SVs should be equivalent to the impact of the old samples. To approximate the average error over all samples by the average error over the SVs, the weighting method is used to modify the punishment of the errors on SVs. This can be easily achieved by training SVM with respect to a new loss function.
x y ∈ be the SVs acquired from the kth cluster head by centralized semi-supervised classifiers learning with the unlabeled samples in kth cluster. The improved cost function is defined as follow.
( )
where the k L is the modifying factor of kth cluster, and c is the number of clusters. Here, k L is the number of samples divided by number of SVs in kth cluster, ( )
are the corresponding slack variables and C is the user-specified parameter. It should be noted that the samples which receive zero weight are ignored. Figure 2 illustrates the computing scenario of the D-C/S learning paradigm. Although the D-C/S paradigm can decrease the energy consumption of data transmission between cluster heads and processing centers, the data transmission in each cluster is also based on a client/server paradigm, which will also deteriorate the QoS of network and increase the energy consumption. Similar to C-C/S paradigm, the existence of processing center will also cause the imbalance of energy consumption and decrease the lifetime of WMSN. Obviously, the number of clusters will impact the energy consumption, time cost and performance. If the number of clusters becomes large, the data amount, energy consumption and time cost of data transmission and learning between cluster heads and processing center will increase. And if the number of clusters becomes small, the burden of data transmission and learning in each cluster will also increase. Furthermore, D-C/S learning based on SVs also has a bias with the centralized learning based on the raw samples [6] , so if the number of clusters becomes large, the bias between the D-C/S learning and centralized learning will accordingly increase, which may worsen the performance of the classifiers. 
Distributed mobile agent learning paradigm.
Mobile agent is a computational/analytical program which can migrate between different sensor nodes. In mobile agent computing paradigm, the mobile agents which carry the computing methods are dispatched by processing center. The mobile agents migrate among clients, performing local processing using resources available at each sensor node. Qi [15] proposed a mobile agent-based distributed sensor network (MADSN), wherein a MA visits the sensor nodes and incrementally fuses the data for making the final decision. In MADSN, an agent dispatched by cluster head sequentially accesses all sensor nodes to progressively fuse local information inside each cluster, and then processing center makes a global data fusion with the information from all clusters [15] . The computing scenario of distributed mobile agent learning paradigm is illustrated in Figure 3 . Similar to D-C/S paradigm, the energy consumption, time cost and performance of MA paradigm are also determined by the number of clusters. Differently, MA paradigm can develop an energyefficient method to provide progressive accuracy in each cluster, and there is no cluster head. Obviously, the process of sequential learning makes it feasible to replace distributed learning with incremental learning. Different to distributed learning based on all SVs, incremental learning trains SVM on the new data and the SVs from previous learning step [6] . It means that incremental learning is more equivalent to centralized learning than distributed learning. The cost function is as follows.
where ( )
x y ∈ denotes old SVs, ( )
x y ∈ denotes new samples, L is the number of samples in the previous batch divided by the number of SVs [6] . Actually, the key challenge of incremental learning is routing. In MADSN, the routing is totally determined by the energy consumption and time cost of transmission [15] . Compared to the confused data transmission of C/S paradigm, the sequential data transmission of MA paradigm can reduce the network congestion and decrease the energy consumption and time cost of data transmission in cluster. Thus, when the scale of cluster becomes larger, the advantage of MA paradigm is more evident. However, MA paradigm still needs a processing center, which is used to restore the computing methods, dispatch mobile agents and carry out the further learning based on the SVs transmitted by each cluster. Furthermore, the multimedia signal processing in WMSN is actually a complex task, so the overhead energy for creating, transmitting and destroying agents will largely increase the energy consumption, which may not be afforded by WMSN.
Collaborative hybrid learning paradigm
The overview of collaborative hybrid learning paradigm
P2P computing is a new framework for achieving network computing, which differs from the C/S computing paradigm and the MA paradigm in several crucial ways. In P2P computing, every sensor node acts as both a client and a server. During the computing process, sensor nodes can interact with other sensor nodes for improving the performance and decreasing the energy consumption of network. In fact, P2P computing has been applied in WSN [16, 17] and WMSN [4, 18] recently. It has been demonstrated that P2P computing has evident advantages on collaboration, local autonomy, high parallel performance, resource heterogeneity management [19] .
In our earlier work [4] , P2P computing was used for achieving collaborative target tracking, which was organized as a progressive distributed computing paradigm. That is, one sensor node integrates its result with previous results, and then it selects another sensor node according to some metrics of energy efficiency and predicted contribution, and transmits the integrated results for further processing. Sensor nodes selection and incremental processing is repeated in WSN, until a criterion is satisfied. The dynamic sensor nodes selection and routing ensure that a desired level of performance can be attained by spending the least amount of energy, because just a part of wireless sensor nodes needs to be used in one tracking step. However, different to target tracking, for ensuring the performance of classifiers learning, effective samples must be taken into consideration as much as possible. Thus, if the number of sensor nodes is large, the progressive distributed computing paradigm will spend a lot of time in accessing all sensor nodes.
Here, we extend our earlier work on P2P computing paradigm to a hybrid computing paradigm, which adopts the progressive distributed computing in each cluster for achieving primary classifiers learning, and adopts the P2P computing between all cluster heads for further classifiers learning based on the SVs acquired by each cluster. The hierarchical structure is used to carry out the incremental learning in parallel manner, which can solve the problem of linearly increased time cost as the scale of WMSN increases. Furthermore, the P2P computing between all cluster heads avoids the imbalance of energy consumption, which also uses incremental learning to progressively aggravate the SVs from all cluster heads and acquires final classifiers.
Although incremental learning can balance the impact of SVs and samples by weighting methods, the inevitable imprecise samples still deteriorate its performance. For eliminating the bad effect of imprecise samples, a metric Besides eliminating the bad effect of imprecise samples, the judgment of effectiveness can be also used for sensor nodes selection. That is, during incremental learning, some useless sensor nodes can be ignored to decrease energy consumption. Here, an access probability metric ϕ . Thus, imprecise sensor nodes can be ignored, which can accordingly reduce the energy consumption. With the collaboration based on eliminating the imprecise samples and ignoring the useless sensor nodes, incremental classifiers learning can accordingly improve the learning performance and decrease the energy consumption. This is the motivation of collaborative classifiers learning. The computing scenario of collaborative hybrid learning paradigm is illustrated in Figure 4 .
In WMSNs the performance, energy consumption and time cost of collaborative classifiers learning are directly determined by routing and clustering of hierarchical structure. In this paper, an ant optimization routing method is used to achieve energy-efficient routing and clustering, which will be discussed in following section.
Ant optimization routing for collaborative hybrid learning
Clustering and routing are two important issues addressed in WMSN, which are always discussed separately. Normally, the aim of routing and clustering is to implement data transmission with high energy-efficiency and high performance. As mentioned above, effective samples must be taken into consideration as much as possible to improve the performance of final classifiers. With metrics of effectiveness i a ϕ and access probability i a ϕ , the list of effective sensor nodes can be determined before each iteration of full access. Thus, different to progressive distributed computing paradigm, the routing can also be decided before each full access. Because the performance can be controlled by the sensor nodes selection based on metrics of effectiveness and access probability, only communication energy is used as a common metric in routing, which is one of the most important factors in data transmission. Given standard communication power 0 p along a standard distance 0 l , the energy of data transmission from ith sensor node to jth sensor node ij ϕ is defined as follows [20] .
where l ij is the Euclidean distance between ith sensor node and jth sensor node, t G , r G are transmitting and receiving gain respectively, λ is the wavelength of microwave used in communication and β is the system loss factor and t is the communication time. Moreover, in incremental learning, data amounts are nearly constant, which means that t is nearly a constant. Thus, the absolute energy consumption can be measured by ( )
Moreover, for improving the lifetime of WMSN, energy should be evenly consumed among all sensor nodes. Here, entropy ij H is used to measure the evenness of reserved energy [10] .
where k ij E is the estimated energy reserved in kth sensor node if data transmission is carried out from ith sensor node to jth sensor node, and ( ) k ij p E is the proportion of energy reserved in kth sensor node to the total reserved energy. The combined metric is as follow.
( ) ( )
If there is only one cluster in WMSN, with the combined metric, the routing problem can be considered as a traveling salesman problem (TSP). But for hierarchical WMSNs, clustering and routing can be considered a combinational optimization problem, which is essentially a multiple traveling salesman problem (MTSP). In MTSP, there are m "salesman" who must visit a set of N "cities". According to the requirement of the collaborative hybrid learning, all salesmen start traveling from different cities and return to the starting cities after traveling some cities. Every city must be visited exactly once by only one salesman. The objective is to find a routing with the minimum of total distances traveled by all salesmen [22] . Several researchers have been addressed in MTSP [23] [24] [25] , adopting neural network (NN), simulated annealing (SA) and evolutionary algorithm (EA) solutions, respectively. Ant colony optimization (ACO) has recently emerged as one of the most important metaheuristic algorithm, which has been proved to be more effective for TSP than NN, SA and EA [26, 27] . MTSP is a generalization of TSP, so ACO is adopted in this paper for MTSP.
ACO is a kind of swarm intelligence, which is inspired by social insects. In ant colonies, ants communicate by depositing a substance called a pheromone. Paths with higher pheromone levels will more likely be chosen and thus reinforced, while the pheromone intensity of paths that are not chosen is decreased by evaporation. This form of indirect communication provides the ant colony shortestpath finding capabilities. In ACO, path selection is a stochastic procedure based on two parameters, the pheromone and heuristic values. The pheromone value gives an indication of the number of ants that chose the specific trail, while the heuristic value is a problem dependent quality measure. Once the ant arrives at its destination, the solution corresponding to the ant's followed path is evaluated and the pheromone value of the path is increased accordingly. Additionally, evaporation causes the pheromone level to diminish gradually. Hence, trails that are not reinforced gradually lose pheromone and will in turn have a lower probability of being chosen by subsequent ants. However, the ant does not choose its direction based on the level of pheromone exclusively, but also takes the proximity of the nest and of the food source into account. This allows the discovery of new and potentially shorter paths.
In MTSP, one salesman should first travel to a number of cities, and the next salesman travels to a number of unvisited cities. In this way, all the salesmen travel the total cities. The number of cities which are traveled by each salesman is randomly generated in a certain range. Let n i denote the number of cities traveled by ith salesman, then T is the maximum number of cities that ith salesman can travel, m is the number of salesman, and N is the number of cities. Let i D denotes the total distance traveled by ith salesmen. The target function is described as follows:
For solving the routing and clustering problem of WMSN, consider the sensor nodes as cities, and let the combined metric, φ ij , denote the distance between ith sensor node and jth sensor node. During optimization, m ants are used to construct a potential solution together. Then k groups of ants cooperate to search the final best solution. In each group, every ant acts as a salesman who travels between different sensor nodes. Before traveling, the number of sensor nodes which are traveled by each ant is randomly determined according to Eq. (27 
where ( ) ij t τ is the pheromone of the route between ith sensor node and jth sensor node. ( ) ij t η is the heuristic value denoting the expectation for migrating from the ith sensor node to the jth sensor node.
Normally, ( ) ij t η is considered as the reciprocal of the "distance" between two sensor nodes. After all groups of ants return to their starting sensor nodes, the pheromone value of all paths must be updated to reflect the ant's performance and the quality of the potential solutions. According to the suggestion of [26] , the initialization value of pheromone, 0 τ , is set to
, where nn L is tour length produced by the nearest neighbor heuristic [28] and N is the number of cities. The pheromone updating is a key factor of the adaptive learning process in ACO, which can be defined as follows.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where ρ is the parameter for presenting the speed of evaporation, ij τ Δ is the adding pheromone to the line between ith sensor node and jth sensor node in this iteration, which is given as follows. heads. Here, the starting sensor nodes are considered as the cluster heads of different clusters. Obviously, pheromone updating considers both the distance of routes and the performance of solutions. The route selection and pheromone updating are repeated for global searching, until some criterion is satisfied. Then the current best solution is considered as a good approximation of the optimal solution. With the best solution, the clustering and the routing in each cluster can be easily determined. With the definition of combined metric, the optimized routing and clustering results determined by ACO can decreasing the energy consumption and prolonging the lifetime of WMSN.
Although ACO is a centralized algorithm in this paper, it has been proved that ACO is a simple but effective routing algorithm for networks [29] , especially for WSNs [30] . Usually, the computing ability of multimedia sensor nodes is better than normal sensor nodes. Thus, ACO can be successfully carried out in WMSNs. The procedure of ACO based routing and clustering is illustrated as follows.
Procedure ACO Based Routing and Clustering in WMSNs
Initialization
Initialize the pheromone of lines between all sensor nodes, ij (32) and Eq. (33) Until stopping condition is satisfied (usually when the number of iterations reaches a predefined threshold, or when the best solution does not update for a certain number of iterations.)
Output results
Output the routing and clustering results indicated by current best solution
The overview of collaborative hybrid learning paradigm is illustrated in Figure 5 . For implementing the optimization of routing and clustering in WMSNs, a specific sensor node called central node is used to carry out sensor nodes selection and ACO algorithm, which has powerful computing and wireless communication ability. Last cluster head in P2P computing paradigm return the current SVs and effectiveness metrics of all sensor nodes to central node. Then the central node selects the sensor nodes according to the access probability. If the set of selected sensor nodes changes, the central node will optimize the routing and clustering according to current set of selected sensor nodes and transmits the result to each sensor node by flooding for a new iteration of collaborative hybrid learning.
With four different learning paradigms, the classifiers will have different performance in target classification, and the learning processes will have different energy consumption and time cost. For investigating the performance of four different learning paradigms, an online learning and classifying experiment will be illustrated in the following section, and a simulation experiment will be also implemented to present the advantages of ACO based routing and clustering. Figure 5 . Overview of collaborative hybrid learning paradigm.
Experiments
Simulated routing and clustering experiments
For comparing the performance of routing and clustering, some simulation experiments were carried out, where SA, GA and ACO based MTSP algorithms are used. Moreover, a method which independently implements routing and clustering was used for investigating the difference between TSP and MTSP, where maximum entropy inference [31, 32] is used for clustering and ACO is used for routing. In this experiment, starting temperature and final temperature of SA are set to 1000 and 0.01, and the temperature decreasing parameter is set to 0.95 [24] . And in GA algorithm, the number of individuals is 50, the probabilities of reproduction, crossover and mutation are 0.1, 0.6 and 0.3. And the parameters of ACO in both TSP and MTSP are set as following: 2 When the number of clusters increases, the mean of total energy consumption metric optimized by four algorithms all increase. The reason is that the computation complexity accordingly increases as the number of clusters increases, which bring more difficulty for optimization. Furthermore, the more clusters will also bring more limitations, which may deteriorate the optimized results. Obviously, ACO-MTSP has the best performance in the optimization of routing and clustering, because the total energy consumption metric optimized by ACO-MTSP is the least in all experiments. Most importantly, the total energy consumption metric increases slowly as the number of clusters increases, which implies that ACO-MTSP is more scalable than other three algorithms. It must be noticed that the total energy consumption metric of ACO-TSP increases most rapidly. It means that the ACO-TSP is not competent for the routing and clustering of collaborative hybrid learning paradigm in WMSN, especially when the number of clusters is big. Moreover, the time cost of ACO-TSP is the lowest, because it just needs to implement routing for each cluster, respectively, which largely decreases the computation complexity. However, the verified poor performance in the routing and clustering of collaborative hybrid learning prevents its application. Compared to GA-MTSP and SA-MTSP algorithms, ACO-MTSP also has the lower time cost. Thus, ACO-MTSP can be considered as an efficient algorithm for the routing and clustering of collaborative hybrid learning in WMSN.
Furthermore, for investigating the impact of the number of sensor nodes, further research is carried out for WMSN with the number of sensor nodes changing from 100 to 500, where the number of clusters is fixedly set to 5. For each kind of WMSN, the average results are also acquired through 50 independent operations with random initialization. The mean of total energy consumption metric optimized by ACO-TSP, SA-MTSP, GA-MTSP and ACO-MTSP are illustrated in Figure 10 . The corresponding time cost results are illustrated in Figure 11 . The results in Figures 10 and 11 verify that the total energy consumption metric will decrease as the number of sensor nodes increases. It is because the energy consumption metric is proportional to the square of distance between sensor nodes. When the number of sensor nodes increases, the density of sensor nodes will also increase, which may decreases the distance between sensor nodes and accordingly decreases the energy consumption metric. However, the time cost for optimization remarkably increases as the number of sensor nodes increases, because the computation complexity of routing and clustering problem will exponentially increase. Similar to the first experiment, ACO-MTSP still has the best performance in the optimization of routing and clustering, and the computation time of ACO-MTSP is still lower than GA-MTSP and SA-MTSP. These results demonstrate that ACO-MTSP is robust and efficient for routing and clustering of collaborative hybrid learning in WMSN. With the ACO-MTSP method, the performance of collaborative hybrid learning will be discussed in the following section. 
Real world target classification experiments
In this section, the performance of collaborative semi-supervised classifier learning algorithm for target classification with hybrid computing paradigm is investigated and compared to the centralized semi-supervised learning, distributed client/server semi-supervised learning and distributed mobile agent semi-supervised learning. Wireless multimedia sensor network which consists of 18 wireless multimedia sensor nodes is deployed in a room. According to the requirement of different learning paradigm, a processing node is deployed in the middle of the room, which is used as the processing center in C-C/S, D-C/S and MA learning paradigms, and it is also used as the central node in collaborative hybrid learning paradigm. The deployment scenarios of WMSN with different learning paradigms are illustrated in Figure 12 .
The processing node and sensor nodes are all multimedia sensor nodes. Each one contains one image/pyroelectric-infrared sensor pair which has a 3.6mm camera lens with 60° visual angle and a 200MHz embedded processor (ARM9). In experiments, sensor node is working autonomously. When target enters the tracking area, the correlative multimedia sensor nodes are awakened by the pyroelectric-infrared sensor module. Then the image acquisition, target extraction, feature extraction are performed continuously until the target leaves. Target detection and feature extraction are processed at a frame rate of 10Hz. The images are down-sampled to 160 120 × pixels. Then the binary images of detected targets are compressed and reconstructed to 16 16 × pixels. In all learning paradigms, data transmission and semi-supervised learning is implemented every 2 seconds. The package amount in C-C/S learning and D-C/S learning is 800 bytes, which carries the raw data. The package amount in MA learning is 450 bytes, which carries the information of mobile agent and the In the experiment, the online learning process is iterated in four different learning paradigms, respectively. Target classification is simultaneously implemented with the classifiers which are acquired by different learning paradigms at different training stages. Figure 13 illustrates the accuracy of target classification with different number of iterations in four different learning paradigms. The results verify that the accuracy of target classification in four learning paradigms all increase as the number of iterations increases, which means that more samples will bring higher accuracy for all four learning paradigms. Furthermore, for each learning paradigm, the accuracy of non-human target classification is higher than the accuracy of human target classification. The reason is that human may make some poses, such as stoop, squat and grovel, which will lead to misclassification. Obviously, the accuracy of the classifiers acquired in collaborative hybrid learning paradigm is highest whether the target is human or non-human, although only SVs are used for the final learning in collaborative hybrid learning. It is because the sensor nodes selection can weaken the impact of inevitable missing detection and false detection, and the imprecise samples are mainly ignored in the learning process, which can accordingly improve the classification accuracy in online learning process.With the four different classifiers, some frames of online classification results acquired from different sensor nodes are illustrated in Figure 14 .
The results are represented by bounding boxes with different types of lines. Solid lines represent that the target is classified as a human target, while the dashed line represents the target classified as a non-human target. Obviously, the foreground targets can be properly acquired and compressed by background subtraction and ILWT algorithm. Then the target classification results demonstrate that the classifier acquired by collaborative hybrid learning paradigm performs best, because the corresponding classifier can successfully achieve target classification almost at all frames, unless target is almost wholly occluded. The failed examples are illustrated in Frame 4, where the human target sitting near the table is misclassified. Compared to CH learning paradigm, the classifier acquired by C-C/S learning paradigm cannot work accurately, when targets are heavily occluded. The examples of misclassification can be found in Frame 3, 4 and 7. However, the classifier acquired by C-C/S learning paradigm still performs better than D-C/S learning paradigm and MA learning paradigm. The classification results verify that the classifier acquired by D-C/S paradigm and MA paradigm may lead to misclassification if targets are occluded by obstacles or other targets. For examples, at Frames 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, the human targets are misclassified. With all the above experimental results, it is obvious that collaborative hybrid learning paradigm has best performance in semi-supervised classifier learning for WMSN. Furthermore, the energy consumption and time cost of each learning paradigm are also very important in WMSN, which has great impact on the lifetime and QoS of WMSN. Then 100 iterations of online classifier learning are carried out in each learning paradigm, and the instantaneous time cost and energy consumption at each learning step are compared for investigating the cost of each learning paradigm. The results are illustrated in Figure 15 , where each point denotes the total time cost/energy consumption of full access among all selected sensor nodes. Here, the energy consumption is the sum of energy consumed for data transmission in all sensor nodes at current time instant. And the time cost is the sum of time cost in classifier learning and data transmission, which is measured by the time interval between the start and the end of each full learning access in different iterations. The time cost and energy consumption results of 100 learning steps illustrate that collaborative hybrid learning paradigm has the best performance in the terms of time cost and energy consumption. That is because hybrid learning paradigm implements progressive classifier learning by the collaboration of selected sensor nodes, which can largely decrease the congestion of data transmission. Moreover, the hybrid structure also brings more flexibility and balances the time cost and learning performance. Importantly, the ant optimization routing ensures the routing and clustering of data transmission is the optimal solution with the best energy efficiency. Compared to collaborative hybrid learning paradigm, MA learning paradigm spends more time and more energy in the classifier learning process, since the information of mobile agent will bring overhead cost. Furthermore, the access of imprecise sensor node will also cause unnecessary time cost and energy consumption. However, because MA learning paradigm implements classifier learning in progressive manner, the time cost and energy consumption of MA learning paradigm are both less than other two C/S learning paradigms. Obviously, in C-C/S and D-C/S learning paradigms, the raw data transmission largely deteriorates the QoS of WMSN and remarkably increases the energy consumption and time cost. Besides, the centralized classifier learning will also bring more time cost, especially when the number of samples is big. Moreover, the time cost and energy consumption of D-C/S learning paradigm is less than C-C/S learning paradigm, because D-C/S learning paradigm carries out distributed classifier learning in WMSN which will decrease the data amount in transmission.
In summary, the classification accuracy, time cost and energy consumption of four learning paradigms verify that the proposed collaborative hybrid semi-supervised classifier learning algorithm has outstanding performance of online learning and classifying in WMSN with highly limited computing ability and energy resources.
Conclusions
In this paper, a collaborative hybrid semi-supervised classifier learning algorithm is proposed for achieving online SVM based classifier learning and target classification in strictly constrained hierarchical WMSN. For improving the energy efficiency and decreasing time cost, the proposed algorithm achieve classifier learning by a hybrid structure in hierarchical WMSNs, which carries out progressive distributed learning in each cluster and P2P learning between cluster heads. Besides, ACO algorithm is introduced to implement energy-efficient routing and clustering. A sensor nodes selection strategy is also introduced for the collaboration of sensor nodes, which can evaluate the contribution of each sensor node and select the effective sensor nodes for classifier learning. With the collaboration of sensor nodes, the impact of imprecise samples can be weakened, and the classification accuracy and energy efficiency can be accordingly improved. Then the performance of the proposed collaborative hybrid semi-supervised classifier learning algorithm is investigated and compared with other three learning algorithms, which are implemented in C-C/S, D-C/S and MA learning paradigms. The target classification results of complex indoor experiment demonstrate that the proposed collaborative hybrid semi-supervised classifier learning paradigm can effectively achieve online classifier learning and target classification in highly constrained WMSN. Compared to other three learning paradigms, the proposed algorithm can significantly reduce the time cost and energy consumption and improve the classification accuracy, which implies that the proposed algorithm is an effective learning algorithm for achieving target classification with outstanding accuracy and energy efficiency.
